
 

Claim Application in the Insolvency Proceedings 
 

Applications are only to be sent to the Insolvency Administrator (Trustee) not to the Court of 
Justice.Please, pay also attention to the instruction sheet for the Claim Application. 

 
 

Creditor 

Exact name of the creditor with postal address if 

the creditor is a company, by indicating  the legal 
representatives 

Representative of Creditor  

The appointment of a solicitor is optional. The proxy 
must expressly cover insolvency matters. 

Bank account 
IBAN:  

BIC: 

Bank: 

 

Bank account 
IBAN:  

BIC: 

Bank: 

 

 Proxy enclosed  or to follow immediately resp 

Reference number Reference number 

 

Filed Claims 

Every single claim must be filed separately. If there is not enough space on this form, further claims 
must be classified in an enclosure according to the following pattern. 

 

First principal claim by priority of § 38 InsO (estimated, if 
necessary) 

DM / Euro 

Interest, at most, until the day before opening of the proceedings 

 
% of DM / Euro since 

DM / Euro 

Costs, accrued before the opening of the proceedings DM / Euro 

Sum total DM / Euro 

Debtor 



Second principal claim by priority of § 38 InsO (estimated, if 
necessary) 

DM / Euro 

Interest, at most, until the day before opening of the proceedings 

 
% of DM / Euro since 

DM / Euro 

Costs, accrued before the opening of the proceedings DM / Euro 

Sum total DM / Euro 

 

Preferential payment under concurrent filing of the deficiency is demanded. 

Yes, s. encl. for reasons  

No 

Claim from unauthorised international act. (only in the case of private individuals/sole traders) 

Yes, the facts from which, in the opinion of the creditor lodging the claim, the claim is based on 
an unauthorised intentional act committed by the debtor s. encl. for reasons  

 

 
No 

Reasons and detailed declaration of the claims (e. g. delivery of goods, rent, loan, repair 
service, remuneration, bill of exchange, compensation), of interest and costs 

 

Documents, from which claims, interest (bank confirmation) or costs respectively can be 
seen, are enclosed (in duplicate): 

 
 
 
 
 

 

(Place) (Date) (Signature and, possibly, Firm stamp) 
 

 

Please, file this application and all further documents always in duplicate. Pay also attention to the 

hints in the enclosed instruction sheet for the claim application. 


